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TRACK Newsletter
TRACK & PreMo conference : Bringing the results together
Final Conference in Trentro
The TRACK project is coming to
an end this year. However, the
collaboration between the mobility operators and the synergies
between TRACK and PreMo will
remain.

Besides closing the projects and promoting the
results, it will be an event in which the continuation of the collaboration between the partners will
be celebrated and formalized. A signing session
will take place in which the PreMo and TRACK
mobility operators will sign the collaboration
agreement.
The entire events is centered around the promotion of mobility for learners, jobseekers, workers
and educational professionals. Participants will be
triggered to see mobility as a valuable option to
improve their skills and career. People have to
become aware that vocational education (with
mobility !) is an attractive and relevant way to
enter the labour market and/or to improve their

On the 13rd and 14rth of November, the final conference of both
initiatives (PreMo and TRACK) will
take place in Trento during the
yearly Mobility Event.

TRACK partners

career opportunities. Stakeholders from the world
of work and education will be brought together
to reflect on these topics from their point of view.
Highlights of the conference and workshops will
be included in the newsletter of November 2014.

The final conference of the
PreMo and
TRACK project will
take place during
the yearly Mobility event in
Trento, organized
by the Autonomous Province of
Trento.
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The PreMo Vortal:
Getting in contact with other mobility operators
In the previous newsletter, the PreMo Vortal is introduced as being a common platform, bringing together services in mobility from all over Europe.
Both mobility operators as beneficiaries of mobility can use this Vortal for
their mobility activities. Especially for mobility operators, this platform offers
more than information and tools: it is a “meeting place” to get in contact
with each other in order to facilitate and improve own mobility practices.
This meeting place is a restricted area within the Vortal for the mobility

http://www.preparingmobility.eu

operators who are member of the PreMo network. It offers an environment for exchange of

tools, instruments and experiences. This closed community is also the place where
mobility operators can get in contact with other mobility operators for requests for
incoming and outgoing mobility.
Enter the PreMo Vortal via the PreMo website.

TBase: Promoting the use of the Europass mobility.

A TBase flyer is

TBase is developed to support mobility

the Europass Mobility Tools, they will be gener-

available via the

operators in the preparation, organiza-

ated in Word format. This means that it allows

TRACK website in

tion, monitoring and assessment of

the user to edit, adapt and modify the content

internships of learners. TBase is an

to their specific contexts and needs. This is an

online application to produce, main-

important added value as many countries are

tain and print training programs, learn-

dealing with different validation/certification

ing

habits in use in the various countries/regions.

English, Spanish
and Italian. The
Polish version will
be available soon
as well.

agreements

checklists.
http://

and

observation

Besides the fact that the

tools will be generated in the format of

Try TBase on www.tbase.eu and login with
guest/guest to try Tbase for your context!

www.evta.net/
track/index.html
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